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Cary Parkins,
president of
Inspironix: “We think
we will be able to tell
schools some good
news: ‘We can save
you money.’ ”“
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Because the Inspiroscan product runs off a
The company has been supporting its Inspiro- in Sacramento. The company does academic typical personal computer, it also allows inforscan product at some schools and state agencies training and testing and data analysis for school mation gleaned from tests to be loaded directly
and is preparing to launch the product against districts.
into a spreadsheet program.
one of the largest brands in academic testing
“The old companies are fighting in a digital
More schools are having students do work
— Scantron.
technology world with a rotary telephone tech- on computers or personal laptops, but that isn’t
“We think we will be able to tell schools some nology,” Marshall said, adding that the cachet a good solution for a test environment, where
good news: ‘We can save you money,’ ” said of a brand name is no match if it is up against a a school or agency doesn’t want the test taker
Cary Parkins, president of Inspironix.
much less expensive and more flexible technol- to have access to online answers, Parkins said.
The Scantron system has been around for de- ogy.
Cal Fire specifically requires students to take a
cades. Its testing sheets are paired with an an“If you are meeting with a school district bubble-sheet test.
swer key and an optical-mark reader in a Scan- and they need 10 machines for 10 locations and
“In many applications, the organization offertron system.
that is going to cost more than $50,000, or they ing the test doesn’t want the person taking the
The Scantron reader typically costs more than might be able to use machines they already have test to have access to a computer,” he said.
$5,000 and the individual test sheets have to be or that cost a couple hundred dollars apiece,
Parkins has been writing custom software for
bought from the company. Scantron printed well, that is a very short conversation,” Marshall more than 20 years, and Inspironix now has nine
forms cost anywhere from a nickel to about 20 said.
employees, though it likely will be adding more
cents. The forms also require the use of a No.
Scantron Corp. does not comment on other employees to sell and support the Inspiroscan
2 pencil.
vendors and their offerings, said Eric Rohy, vice line.
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